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Amigo pancho 2 level 54

In Amigo Pancho 2 join our protagonist, who does not shy away from climbing to great heights! After hearing about a big party in New York, our hero decided to make his way to a hot spot in a bustling metropolis. Can you help him reach the top of the building to have his time living? With

various obstacles and other dangers, it will be a night to remember. Just as in the previous game, Amigo prefers to travel to his destination with balloons. Your objective in this game is to make sure that it completes each level without its balloons getting popped by various spiky obstacles.
You can play the game with your mouse, so click on the new game button in the main menu to start playing. There are 25 different levels that need to be completed to finish the game. In each level, you need to figure out how to clear the path for your character. Click on objects to make sure
you get rid of any sharp objects or other things that might prevent your character from traveling skywards. You will also have to deal with the old enemy and use your wit to stop it. Your account is based on how quickly you complete each level, so be fast! Enjoy! If you enjoy challenging your
limitations, you'll love other titles we've collected on our free and online puzzle games page. Entertained! DeveloperAgame has developed Amigo Pancho 2.Release DateSeptember 6, 2018Fetail 2D graphicsSaving gameplayFunctional characters25 different levels to completeIntative
controlsManagedYou can play this game with your mouse. Page 2 Contact: About Non-Doppler Contact Us Submit a report on the game Errror Amigo Pancho in the phrase: Light peas to levels of 15,16,17.. so on, that's when every world in the game starts to get quite challenging. In a
nutshell about Amigo Pancho it's a game of about 40MB pure fun, very interesting where you should help our dear Mexican friend Pancho swim up and up to the very top of the mountain using his handful of floating balloons. Wisely, you should help Pancho sort out all obstacles and avoid
every sharp object threatened by pop stocking balloons. Be careful along the way you will find all sorts of crazy things like very angry fighters, flying knives, thorny cactus, saws, and more. Usually there are no big risks for Pancho and his balloons at first levels, as you can see on our Amigo
Pancho passing, so you can sort out all the dangers and obstacles quite easily at least to level 15, which in my personal opinion is when it becomes more and more challenging to get our friend and his balloons safely and sound on top of the mountain , from there you have to plan each
movement very carefully. Not everything is perfect we think some levels on amigo Pancho passing get too complicated a way and there's not even a tiny clue as to what to do, so that's what developers should work and also have this error that makes the application suddenly close, without
warning ... Nothing. But overall it's a big game, simple but well thought out, each level leaves you with an expectation of what might come up next. Also has good graphics, lovely characters, very family friendly and not violent at all. Amigo Pancho walkthrough, a great game for school-age
kids as it enhances their skills, abilities and logic. If you would like to check out more of our game walks. Be sure to check out our home map for more walks, solutions, prompts and answers from your favorite apps.
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